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Abstract: Analysis of the literature data on sequence homologies, structural-functional similarities between viral proteins and prions led to the formulation of the “virus-prion ” theory according to which the virus is composed of the prion-like proteins and the nucleic acid which encodes them [1]. This theory opens a promising approach to create an anti-HIV-1 vaccine based on viral fibrillization [1, 2]. No comprehensive bioinformatics analysis has yet been done in the direction to support the “virus-prion” theory. In this dissertation possible approaches and the methodology to do such bioinformatics analysis are being developed. Different bioinformatics tools for structural alignment of proteins, pairwise/multiple sequence alignment of both DNA and proteins have been used. BLASTn searches for the sequence homology with a prion gene were successful and for some regions of HIV-1 genome sequence identity with a prion was 100%. For the first time multiple sequence alignment of different regions of HIV-1 genome and the prion gene has been performed. From more detailed analysis it follows that tRNA-like sequences in the genes might be potential hallmarks of the encoded prion-like proteins. Four Squares Code is expected to provide some clues to understanding of the nature of the prion-like proteins and prions.
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Introduction We live in the new era, “era of genomes” [3]. Although the human genome has been sequenced, many scientists still wonder what kind of information can be extracted from the data on sequence of the nucleotides in the genome. Bioinformatics is the field which uses computerbased tools to analyse both DNA and protein sequences for different biological tasks. Although bioinformatics nowadays is a very wide field which includes analysis and prediction of the protein structure, microarrays analysis etc, it’s no doubt that sequence alignment is the “gold of bioinformatics”. Many research fields started to use bioinformatics very intensively and bioinformatics can be considered as an applied science. It is nice to see the books like “Immunological bioinformatics” [4] in which bioinformatics is applied to immunology. In this dissertation bioinformatics will be applied to the analysis of the proteins, genes, genomes of different viruses and, in particularly, of the human immunodeficiency virus 1 (HIV-1). Such an analysis may prove to be useful for understanding what is the nature of HIV-1 with implications for an anti-HIV-1 vaccine. Articles like [5, 6] about structural and functional similarities between prions and viral proteins inspired me to do more detailed search through the “PubMed” [7]. Then it was easy to find different articles about sequence homology and/or structural-functional similarities between prions and proteins of different viruses. Let us just mention several [8-15] of the articles, reviewed in [1]. Finally it led to the formulation of the so-called “Virus-Prion Theory” according to which the “Virus – is an aggregate of prion-like proteins with the nucleic acid encoding them” [1]. Prion-like proteins were defined as proteins which have “either sequence homology or structural-functional similarities, or both with prion”[1]. The main suggestion which follows from the virus-prion theory is the attractive possibility to induce the conformational changes in the prion-like proteins of HIV-1 to trigger the chain process of viral fibrillization [1, 2]. This approach might lead to the creation of the new type of anti-HIV-1 vaccine [1, 2]. It is expected that this vaccine will eradicate the virus in a way which is safe for the human organism [1, 2]. There was an independent study [16] which complements the work [1]. In both works [1, 16] we can find the data from the literature on sequence homologies, structural and functional similarities between viral proteins and prions. In the study [1] we can find: “Interestingly, how prions, these “slow viruses”, could have organized in a such complex aggregates as viruses.” This would automatically imply that viral proteins have their origin from prions, while in the study [16] we can find that prion has “its evolutionary origin as a horizontally transferred gene from an early RNA virus “. It should be noted that article [1] has been submitted to publication on the 19th of September 2004. The article [16] has been submitted for publication on the 16th of February 2005. Paradoxically, but two years after the publication of the articles [1] and [16] there appeared the article [17] with similar ideas as in the article [1]. Anyway, the trend is that now scientists are getting closer and closer to the understanding what is the virus in terms of prions and prion-like proteins [1]. The situation in the prion field became even more intriguing [18] after the publication of the article about detection of virus-like particles in the scrapie- or CJD agent- infected cells [19]. It should be noted that nobody yet has done a comprehensive bioinformatics analysis of the viral proteins to elucidate their inherent evolutionary link with prions. This dissertation does not pretend to do such a comprehensive bioinformatics analysis of viral proteins on their relation to prions, but rather has its small but important task to develop an approach for such an analysis. In other words the task of this dissertation would be to propose and try possible approaches to do such a bioinformatics analysis of viruses (particularly HIV-1), to detect some borders for such an analysis. There were several attempts to do sequence comparisons between prions and viral proteins. Pioneering studies were done by Haseltine and Patarka [20] but then these studies faced criticism [21-23]. Despite the fact that the strong support to the article [20] has been given by the
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work [24], the discussion of the topic is not completed [23, 24]. The main topic was the discussion of the statistical significance of the alignments [20-24]. The main result from the article [20] was that four colinear subsequences in HIV-1(HTLV-III/LAV) pol gene have been found to have sequence similarity with hamster gene for PrP 27-30. It is of particular interest that the sequence identity with a prion gene was higher than 60 % for each of these 4 subsequences each with a total length over 50 nucleotides [20]. Also the sequence similarity was found on the protein level [20]. From the contemporary investigations, the article by Kuznetsov and Rackovsky [25] is an example of the article where the authors use bioinformatics analysis to identify sequence similarity between prion and viral protein, and show the statistical significance of such a comparison. As we can see from the articles [20, 25] it takes in average one article per one viral gene and/or protein to study deeply (with investigation of statistical significance) the sequence similarities between prions and viral proteins. The question arises how to manage the analysis, for example, of 1000 viral proteins? Is this the task for 1000 articles or rather it would be rational to develop the bioinformatics approach and then to do comprehensive analysis based on it? Intriguingly, but there is a silence in sequence comparisons of prions and viral proteins … Maybe the task is too controversial based on the examples [20-24] or the statistical significance of the alignments is the significant obstacle, or that simple BLAST searches do not lead to significant hits? Maybe, as it can be seen from the review of the literature in [1], this is the task for the structural bioinformatics? Or maybe the clue is even more intriguing and includes both sequence analysis, structural analysis and requires to decipher some more sophisticated codes? If the bioinformatics analysis would support the “Virus-Prion” theory [1], it would not only give some clues to the nature of HIV-1 but will also automatically support the vaccine based on viral fibrillization [1, 2]. In this dissertation different approaches have been chosen to develop the methodology of the bioinformatics analysis of the viruses. Taken altogether these approaches complement each other and allow to control the significance of findings. For example, the successful results from the BLASTn searches justify the multiple sequence alignment of the regions of the HIV-1 genome with the prion gene. Data from the structural alignment of proteins have also been used as a control for the results of the multiple alignment of protein and DNA sequences. Among the methods for pairwise and multiple sequence alignment the following bioinformatics tools have been used in the project: EMMA (ClustalW-based) [26], MAFFT [27], AMAP [28]. For the search for local sequence similarities different BLAST programs [29-31] have been used. For structural alignment of protein sequences CE (combinatorial extension) program [32, 33] and TM-align program [34, 35] have been used. Among the tools for visulization of the results the following tools proved to be very useful: PrettyPlot [36], JalView [37], Swiss-PdbViewer [38]. Among the websites with the collection of the bioinformatics tools and the collection of sequences/structures the most useful were: NCBI website [39, 40], CBRG website [41], MPI Bioinformatics Toolkit website [42, 43], PDB website [44, 45]. Human immunodeficiency virus 1 genome has been chosen among other viral genomes for the analysis on the presence of the prion-like proteins. The original algorithm has been developed for quick finding of the regions (in the HIV-1 genome) which potentially have sequence similarity/homology with a whole prion gene. Then multiple sequence alignment of these regions of HIV-1 genome and the prion gene has been obtained (Section 1 in Results: “Multiple sequence alignment of the 9 regions of HIV-1 genome and the prion gene”). In this global alignment there are regions of high local similarity. It is also important to note that the shuffled HIV-1 genome sequence served as a control in this bioinformatics experiment. The alignment was better in the case of the normal HIV-1 genome in comparison to the shuffled one. The significance of these findings has also been supported by the results from BLASTn searches (Section 6 in Results: “BLAST searches”) which led to the significant hits located in nef, vpr genes and the vpu/env region of the HIV-1. The lengths of the regions of hits were 18(100%
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sequence identity), 17(100% sequence identity) and 43(79% sequence identity) nucleotides for nef, vpr genes and the vpu/env region, respectively. It should be noted that prion gene has also been aligned with genomes/genes of the several other viruses/viroids (Section 3 in Results: “Aligning prion gene with genes/genomes of other viruses”). In the analysis of the structures (Section 2 in Results: “Structural alignment of viral proteins and prion”) as an example of the structural alignment, prion protein and the HIV-1 Vpr protein have been aligned in the CE program [32, 33]. Gp120 V3 loop of HIV-1 has been aligned with prion protein in TM-align program [34, 35] and the results have been compared to the literature data [6] on CE alignment of the same polypeptide chains. In all the cases the results of the structural alignment were used for comparison with findings from the pairwise/multiple sequence alignments. Multiple sequence alignments of HIV-1 proteins with a prion protein were not as successful as MSA of HIV-1 regions on the DNA level. But it was interesting that in MSA (when using MAFFT program [27]) of the prion protein region of interest and HIV-1 proteins the results are consistent with structural alignment by CE program. Also analysis of MAFFT multiple sequence alignment led to the conclusion that the pattern of physico-chemical properties (volume; hydrophobicity etc) of amino acid residues along the polypeptide chain might explain better the structural similarity between the proteins rather than analysis of proteins on sequence homology/similarity (Section 4 in Results: “Multiple protein sequence alignment of the HIV-1 proteins and prions”). In the case of prion-like proteins not only the structural similarity with prions might play a crucial role but also the patterns and types of the amino acid residues interacting with each other along the polypeptide chain upon the conformational changes (α/β-switch) in the prion-like proteins. Four Squares Code has been proposed to give some clues to the understanding of the these phenomena (Section 7 in Results: “Four Squares Code”). Finally, after combining the results from the multiple sequence alignment (of the regions of HIV-1 genome with prion gene) (Section 1 in Results) with those from the structural alignment (Section 2 in Results) and taking into account the data on pairwise/ multiple sequence alignment of the tRNAs/sets of tRNAs with a prion gene and/or genomes of viruses (including HIV-1)/viroids (Section 5 in Results) the hypothesis has been put forward that tRNAs-like sequences in the genes might be the hallmarks of the prion-like properties of encoded proteins (Section 5 in Results: “Analysis of the viral and prion sequences on the presence of the tRNA elements”). Further bioinformatics studies on the understanding what is a prion-like protein are required. All these approaches when combined and applied to the analysis of a wider set of viral genomes, genes and proteins might lead to the comprehensive analysis of viruses on the presence of the prion-like proteins. If automated, it is expected that in the future this analysis might take a relatively short time despite the huge number of viral genomes.
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Methods: 1) Multiple sequence alignment of the 9 regions (sequences 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12) of HIV-1 genome and prion gene (sequence 0). Muliple sequence alignment has been done via the “Tutorials”[21] section in the CBRG group website [41], Oxford. MSA has been done by using EMMA program [26] and the results were visualized in PrettyPlot program [36] through the “tutorial” section at CBRG website [41]. The following sequences have been used: Prion gene (>gi|5668952|gb|AF076976.1|AF076976 Homo sapiens prion protein (PRNP) gene, complete cds) HIV-1 genome (>gi|4558520|gb|AF033819.3| HIV-1, complete genome). Sixteen sequences: Regions 1-16 (sequences 1-16) with the borders according to the Table 1 in the Results section. In the control bioinformatics experiment to estimate the significance of the alignment ClustalW 1.82 program [26] through the MPI Bioinformatics ToolKit [42] has been used. “SHUFFLESEQ” program [61] has been used to randomize HIV-1 genome. Results were visualized by using PrettyPlot program [36]. Perl program has been written to get the subsequences of HIV-1 genome (results are in one (.txt) file) from the information (written in a separate (.txt) file) which includes a set of (start) and (end) positions of the corresponding regions. 2) Structural comparison of protein structures. Structural alignments of protein sequences were done by using CE program [32] via CE website [33]. Protein Data Bank [44] codes for proteins used in multiple structural alignment: 1QLZ:A; 1IFD:_; 1DX0:A; 2CPS:_; 1AUM:_; 1LG7:A; 1G03:A; 1ARO:P; 1M8L:A and 1TKN:A. Protein Data Bank [44] codes for proteins used in pairwise structural alignment: 1QLX:A and 1VPC:_. Structural alignment of protein sequences was done by using TM-align program [35] through TM-align website [34]. Protein Data Bank [44] codes for proteins used in pairwise structural alignment: 1QLX:A and 1CE4:A. 3) Multiple sequence alignment of the region of HIV-1 env gene and the two regions of the prion gene was done by using EMMA program [26] through CBRG website [41]. Results were visualized in PrettyPlot [36] through the same website [22]. Sequences: >gi|5668952|gb|AF076976.1|AF076976 Homo sapiens prion protein (PRNP) gene, complete cds >gi|4558520|gb|AF033819.3| HIV-1, complete genome. 4) Pairwise sequence alignments of several viral genomes (or their genes) with a human prion gene were done using EMMA program [26] through CBRG website [41]. On the same website [22] the results were visualized through PrettyPlot [36]. The following genomes/genes of the viruses or viroids were investigated: a) >gi|5805278|gb|AF144301.1|AF144301 Influenza A virus (A/Goose/Guangdong/1/96(H5N1)) polymerase (PB1) gene, complete cds b) >gi|335873|gb|J02428.1|VSVCG Vesicular stomatitis Indiana virus, complete genome c) >gi|563600|emb|X78602.1|PCVRNA1 Peanut clump virus genomic RNA 1 d) >gi|58574|emb|X17101.1|AGVCCS Australian grapevine viroid central conserved sequence e) >gi|59042|emb|X14638.1|CVDIV Citrus Viroid IV (CVd IV) mRNA f) >gi|1304014|dbj|D84412.1|BNY25KP3 Beet necrotic yellow vein virus genomic RNA for 25k protein, complete cds
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It should be noted that in all cases the following sequence for the prion gene has been taken: >gi|5668952|gb|AF076976.1|AF076976 Homo sapiens prion protein (PRNP) gene, complete cds Sequence for control alignment: >gi|3249641|gb|AF070082.1|HSMKKIV03 Homo sapiens mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1 (MKK4) gene, exon 3 5) Multiple sequence alignment of the HIV-1 proteins (Pol, Env, Vif, Vpu) and prion proteins has been done via MAFFT [27] program at the MPI Bioinformatics Toolkit website [42]. Results were visualized in JalView Editor [37]. Also AMAP program [28] at AMAP website [28] has been used for multiple protein sequence alignments. The following sequences have been picked up randomly from the NCBI website[7]: >1_gi|17352345|gb|AAL01564.1| pol [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >2_gi|114842142|dbj|BAF32553.1| Pol [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >3_gi|119959862|gb|ABM16847.1| pol polyprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >4_gi|33518289|gb|AAQ20622.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >5_gi|13604570|gb|AAK32307.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >6_gi|33235347|emb|CAE17440.1| pol polyprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >7_gi|27466697|gb|AAO12804.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >8_gi|111119126|gb|ABH05989.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >9_gi|38231472|gb|AAR14670.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >10_gi|21617331|gb|AAM66628.1| pol polyprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >11_gi|13736028|gb|AAK35310.1| pol polyprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >12_gi|116273601|gb|ABJ92132.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >13_gi|73810441|gb|AAZ86182.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >14_gi|32185958|gb|AAP72942.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >15_gi|9939955|gb|AAF91064.1| pol polyprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >16_gi|10953650|gb|AAG25524.1| pol polyprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >17_gi|60616146|gb|AAX31194.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >18_gi|9943619|gb|AAF90224.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >19_gi|14537670|gb|AAK66659.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >20_gi|116273320|gb|ABJ91992.1| pol protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >21_gi|1575476|gb|AAB09538.1| env >22_gi|4324895|gb|AAD17159.1| Env [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >23_gi|530117|gb|AAB05009.1| env [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >24_gi|8919904|emb|CAB96226.1| env polypeptide [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >25_gi|62904348|gb|AAY19907.1| envelope glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >26_gi|62906070|gb|AAY20701.1| envelope glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >27_gi|34328751|gb|AAQ63675.1| envelope glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >28_gi|80974730|gb|ABB54055.1| envelope glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >29_gi|57545250|gb|AAW51528.1| envelope glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >30_gi|424648|gb|AAA44789.1| envelope glycoprotein >31_gi|87243404|gb|ABD34128.1| envelope glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >32_gi|3832007|gb|AAC70487.1| envelope glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >33_gi|2190754|gb|AAC40360.1| envelope glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >34_gi|15638437|gb|AAL04968.1|AF409618_1 envelope glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >35_gi|62869171|gb|AAY17769.1| envelope glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >36_gi|37140501|gb|AAQ88383.1| gp120 [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >37_gi|55846192|gb|AAV67120.1| envelope glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >38_gi|31559621|dbj|BAC77450.1| Env glycoprotein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >39_gi|14530252|gb|AAK65984.1|AF286238_8 env protein [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >40_gi|1128989|gb|AAC37912.1| envelope glycoprotein gp120 >41_gi|17352346|gb|AAL01565.1| vif [Human immunodeficiency virus type 1] >42_gi|70633576|gb|AAZ06067.1| vif protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1]
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>43_gi|46405171|gb|AAS93445.1| vif protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1]



>44_Vif_4 MENRWQGLIVWQVDRMKIRTWNSLVKHHMYVSKRASGWFYRHHYESRHPRVSSEVHIPL-GEAKLVIITYWGLQTGEREWHLGHGVSIEWRLRRYSTQVDPGLADQLIHMYYFDCFADS AIRKAILGHIVIPRCDYQAGHNKVGSLQYLALTALIKPKKRKPPLPSVRKLVEDRWNKSQ KTRGRRGNHTMNGH >45_gi|9931092|emb|CAC05363.1| viral infectivity factor [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >46_gi|122056625|ref|NP_001073591.1| prion protein preproprotein [Homo sapiens] >47_gi|34335270|ref|NP_898902.1| prion protein preproprotein [Homo sapiens] >48_gi|56204170|emb|CAI19053.1| prion protein (p27-30) (Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, GerstmannStrausler-Scheinker syndrome, fatal familial insomnia) [Homo sapiens] >49_gi|32261460|gb|AAP76525.1| vpu protein; Vpu [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >50_gi|122912584|gb|ABM67989.1| vpu protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >51_gi|74315728|gb|ABA02456.1| vpu protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >52_gi|25166826|gb|AAN73615.1|AF484497_6 vpu protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >53_gi|61106261|gb|AAX38863.1| vpu protein [Human immunodeficiency virus 1]



6) Multiple sequence alignment of the HIV-1 proteins (Gag, Pol, Vif, Vpr, Tat, Rev, Vpu, Env, Nef) and prion protein has been performed by using using EMMA program [26]. The results were visualized in PrettyPlot program [36] through the CBRG website [41]. Sequences: >1_gi|28872819|ref|NP_057849.4| Gag-Pol [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >2_gi|9629360|ref|NP_057850.1| Pr55(Gag) [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >3_gi|9629361|ref|NP_057851.1| Vif [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >4_gi|28872817|ref|NP_057852.2| Vpr [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >5_gi|9629358|ref|NP_057853.1| Tat [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >6_gi|9629359|ref|NP_057854.1| Rev [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >7_gi|9629366|ref|NP_057855.1| Vpu [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >8_gi|9629363|ref|NP_057856.1| Envelope surface glycoprotein gp160, immunodeficiency virus 1] >9_gi|28872818|ref|NP_057857.2| Nef [Human immunodeficiency virus 1] >10_gi|4506113|ref|NP_000302.1| prion protein preproprotein [Homo sapiens]



precursor



[Human



7) Analysis of the viral and prion sequences on the presence of the tRNA elements has been done by using EMMA program [26]. The results were visualized in PrettyPlot program [36] through the CBRG website [41]. Sequences: >gi|5668952|gb|AF076976.1|AF076976 Homo sapiens prion protein (PRNP) gene, complete cds >gi|4558520|gb|AF033819.3| HIV-1, complete genome >Val_tRNA_gi|17981852:1604-1672 Homo sapiens mitochondrion, complete genome >Leu_tRNA_gi|17981852:12267-12337 Homo sapiens mitochondrion, complete genome >His_tRNA_gi|17981852:12139-12207 Homo sapiens mitochondrion, complete genome >Tyr_tRNA_gi|17981852:c5892-5827 Homo sapiens mitochondrion, complete genome >gi|323275|gb|J02049.1|CCC Cadang-cadang coconut viroid, short subspecies, complete genome >gi|4731630|gb|AF135121.1|HSM059JP2 Homo sapiens tumor suppressor protein p53 (p53) gene, exons 10 and 11 and complete cds



8) BLAST searchers have been done through the “BLAST” section [29] at the NCBI website [39] by using different BLAST programs [29-31]. The following sequences for the prion gene and corresponding protein have been used: >gi|5668952|gb|AF076976.1|AF076976 Homo sapiens prion protein (PRNP) gene, complete cds >gi|5668953|gb|AAD46098.1| prion protein [Homo sapiens]
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Results: 1) Multiple sequence alignment of the 9 regions of HIV-1 genome and the prion gene The idea was to take the HIV-1 genome and to run the following algorithm for finding prion-like fragments in HIV-1: The following algorithm has been developed: 1) to take the whole HIV-1 genome and to do pairwise sequence alignment between the prion gene and the HIV-1 genome. 2) Then to do the pairwise alignment between the rest of the HIV-1 genome and the prion gene etc. It should be noted that starting from this step of the algorithm and at every further step it does not matter what is the order in which parts of the HIV-1 genome for paiwise alignment with a prion gene are being taken, but what is important that only continuous parts of HIV-1 genome are being aligned. 3) Repeat the procedure until the whole HIV-1 genome is divided on the regions where the prion gene has been “annealed” according to pairwise alignment algorithm mentioned above. It should be noted that at the end of implementation of this algorithm some short patches of HIV-1 genome might not be covered due to their very short length in comparison to the length of the prion gene. The algorithm proposed here in other words will first find the part of the HIV-1 genome which is most similar to the prion gene, then another which is less similar etc. In the Table (1) regions are listed after the implementation of the algorithm mentioned above: Analysis has been performed on: HIV-1 genome (“>gi|4558520|gb|AF033819.3| HIV-1, complete genome”[7]) and prion gene (“>gi|5668952|gb|AF076976.1|AF076976 Homo sapiens prion protein (PRNP) gene, complete cds”[7]). Table 1. Regions of HIV-1 after implementation of the “annealing” algorithm Number of the region 16 1 5 4 6 3 8 7 10 9 12 13 11 14 2 15



Positions in the HIV-1 genome (9181 bp) 0-75 76-914 915-1178 1179-2059 2060-2584 2585-3387 3388-3883 3884-4779 4780-5006 5007-5910 5940-6789 6790-7088 7089-7975 7976-8110 8111-9031 9032-9181
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In each step of the algorithm program Emma (which is based on ClustalW program)[26] was run to do pairwise sequence alignment. Alignments were visualized in PrettyPlot program. Both Emma and PrettyPlot were used as part of the tools available for medical students at CBRG [41], University of Oxford, Oxford. Then the same program Emma was used to run multiple sequence alignment on the 16 regions of HIV-1 genome (Table 1) and prion gene (designated as 0 in MSA). It should be noted that the regions 15 and 16 actually cover LTRs (long terminal repeats) of HIV-1 genome – regions which have regulatory sequences and do not encode any proteins, and therefore regions 15 and 16 can be simply excluded from the subsequent analysis. But first, I made multiple sequence alignment of all 16 sequences including prion (sequence 0), using gap opening penalty (GOP) 40 and gap extension penalty (GEP) 10 as parameters for multiple alignment (the default parameters in Emma are gap opening penalty 10.0 and gap extension penalty 5.0). GOP was raised to 40 especially with a purpose to minimize the number of gaps in the alignment, to make multiple sequence alignment more informative in terms of sequence similarity especially if the alignment gets better if we raise GOP (and that was actually the case). Also multiple sequence alignment was done with the same sequences but without regions 10, 14, 15 and 16 (GOP:40, GEP: 10). And then the alignment was done without regions 5, 6, 13, 10, 14, 15 and 16 (GOP:40, GEP: 10). It should be noted that all these regions (5, 6, 13, 10, 14, 15 and 16; Table 1) are smaller in size than the prion gene (762 bp) and in a way mislead the alignment. The results are presented in the (Box 1). No doubt that in this alignment we can see the regions of high sequence similarity to the extent which was unexpected if we take into account that the sequences in MSA almost do not contain gaps. Also different parameters for GOP and GEP have been varied to see how the alignment changes and especially how the region 12 of HIV-1 genome will be “moved” (and in which direction) compared to the prion gene . The following combinations were tested (results are not shown): GOP 50 and GEP 15; GOP 50 and GEP 1.0; GOP 1.0 and GEP 50. To estimate the significance of the produced alignment (Box 1) the following bioinformatics experiment has been proposed (Dr.A.R.Dalby, personal communication). The idea was to shuffle (or in other words to randomize) the sequence of HIV-1 genome and to apply the same algorithm mentioned above, to construct multiple sequence alignment of the HIV-1 regions (of shuffled genome) with a prion gene. If the alignment will look like the same as in the case of the normal HIV-1 genome it will mean that the alignment (in the case of the normal HIV1 genome) represents “noise” and nothing more. If the alignment in the case of the normal HIV-1 genome is significantly better then in the case of the shuffled genome, then this approach (algorithm and the alignment of the regions of the normal HIV-1 genome) is justified. HIV-1 genome has been shuffled with the use of the program “SHUFFLESEQ” [61]. After applying the same algorithm (mentioned above) for searching the regions of HIV-1 with homology to the prion gene and then doing multiple sequence alignment of the obtained regions with a prion gene there were the following results (Box 8; Figures 1 and 2). We can clearly see that in the case of the normal HIV-1 genome the alignment is significantly better than in the case of the shuffled HIV-1 genome. This justifies the approach and gives a chance that HIV-1 genome indeed might contain relatively long regions with sequence similarity/homology to the prion gene. It should be also noted that in both alignments there were almost no gaps because GOP and GEP values were set up to 40 and 10, respectively. In the article [6] we can find the information about structural analysis (based on CE program [32] for structural alignment of protein structures) of the prion protein, HIV-1 gp120 protein and Alzheimer peptide. It would be of interest to figure out how the data on DNA on multiple sequence alignment (regions of HIV-1 genome and prion gene) that were presented above are consistent with the structural data. Below are listed DNA regions corresponding to the regions of the structural similarity between prion and HIV-1 gp120 according to analysis based on CE program [6]:
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>1_( CVN…MMERVVE)_REGION_FROM_PRION_ AF076976.1_REGION_535-633 TGCGTCAATATCACAATCAAGCAGCG CACGGTCACCACAACCACCAAGGGGGAGAACTTCACCGAGACCGACGTTAAGATGA TGGAGCGCGTGGTTGAG >2_(TRP…QAH)_REGION_6659-6760_HIV-1_AF033819.3 ACAAGACCCAACAACAATACAAGAAAAAGAATCCGTATCCAGAGAGGACCAGGGA GAGCATT TGTTACAATAGGAAAAATAGGAAATATGAGACAAGCACAT If we find these sequences within the sequences of the multiple sequence alignment (please see Box 1) we can see that the start of the prion region of interest (encoding CVN… MMERVVE) is located on 102 nucleotides (this in turn corresponds to 34 aa) earlier than the start of the gp120 region of interest (encoding TRP…QAH). Also when using TM-Align program [35] for protein structural alignment the results differ from CE program for the same chains (1QLX (for prion), 1CE4 (for V3 loop of gp120)): prion region of interest is located to the right-hand side to the region of interest (V3 loop) in gp120. The end of the prion region of interest is located on 55*3=155 bp to the right from the end of the V3 loop as region of interest:



TM-align Results:



Chain 1:A946439 Chain 2:B946439 Aligned length=



Size= 35 Size= 104 (TM-score is normalized by 19, RMSD=



104)



2.70, TM-score=0.14307, ID=0.077



-------- rotation matrix to rotate Chain-1 to Chain-2 -----i t(i) u(i,1) u(i,2) u(i,3) 1 -14.4114712472 0.0228588341 0.7207138554 -0.6928556938 2 -9.3241560802 0.9939210509 -0.0910398547 -0.0619087187 3 -1.9445106428 -0.1076959530 -0.6872286982 -0.7184137374 (":" denotes the residue pairs of distance < 5.0 Angstrom) CTRPN-----------NNTRK--SIHIGPGRAFYTTGEIIGDIRQAHC---------------------. . ..: :::::::::::::: -----LGGYMLGSAMSR----PII------HFG-SDYEDRYYRENMHRYPNQVYYRPMDEYSNQNNFVHD -------------------------------------------------CVNITIKQHTVTTTTKGENFTETDVKMMERVVEQMCITQYERESQAYYQR



So different approaches to structural alignment give different results but what is nice is that the regions of interest in the MSA are shifted against each other (the start of the prion region of interest (CVN…MMERVVE) is located on 102 nucleotides to the left from the start of the (TRP…QAH) region in the V3 loop of gp120) just on 102 nucleotides which is actually just 12% of the total length (849 bp) of the region 12 of HIV-1. It should be noted that it is even better than 19.4% (155/849) for the shift which reflects the difference between the results of CE and TM-Align programs. This means that in a way the algorithm which has been applied to figure out the regions of HIV-1 together with a global alignment approach give results which are consistent with structural alignment.
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After the fact about 102 nucleotides shift (between CVN…MMERVVE - encoding part in prion gene and TRP…QAH- encoding region in the HIV-1 env gene) in the MSA alignment the idea was born that there should be the fragment that is much smaller in size than the whole prion gene and which could be the clue to the determination whether the gene encodes prion-like protein or not. Later on we will return to the discussion what this fragment (approximately 100 bp in size) could be. But at the moment let us to do the following alignment. If in the previous MSA the CVN…MMERVVE - encoding part in prion gene and TRP…QAH- encoding region in the HIV-1 env gene have not been aligned straight against each other in terms of positions in the alignment, let us align these regions together with the rest of the prion gene (which in fact in the previous MSA has been located straight against the TRP…QAH- encoding region in the HIV-1 env gene) altogether. The results are presented in the (Box 3). Parameters for the MSA alignment were the following: GOP 40; GEP 10. We can see that there are local regions of high similarity in this alignment. 2) Structural alignment of viral proteins and prion It has been mentioned above about the results from the TM-Align program for pairwise structural alignment of the prion (1QLX:A) and V3 loop of HIV-1 gp120 (1CE4:A). As another example on the Figures (1-3) of the (Box 2) we can see the results from running CE program for pairwise sequence alignment of the prion protein (red; 1QLX:A) and the HIV-1 Vpr protein (green; 1VPC:_). Protein structures are aligned and on the Figures (1-3) we can see the views of this alignment from the different sides (Swiss-PdbViewer [38] has been used for visualization of protein structures). Root mean square deviation of this alignment is 2.4Å which is good one because it has been mentioned in the CE website [33] that even proteins with the same fold and from the same protein family may differ from each other by 4.0Å or even more in RMSD (the default value of RMSD on the CE website is less than 5.0Å). The so-called Z-score (which is the measure of the statistical significance of the structural alignment) was 3.7 which is not the best, but a normal one because proteins with a similar fold may have Z-scores of 3.5 or higher [33]. Then in another experiment prion protein (1QLZ:A) as a representative of the prion proteins was run on the CE program against PDB structures and with the parameters (Z-score > 3.5, RMSD < 5.0Å) there were 455 chains as a result. From this chains several proteins (in total 9 structures; PDB codes are listed in the “Methods” section) including viral proteins were selected to see the alignment of the viral proteins and the prion. The results are presented in the Figure (4) in the Box (2) and it should be noted that it is very convenient for the quick view to use “Compare3D Java Applet” through the CE website [33] to figure out the relative positions of the backbone chains in multiple structural alignment of the proteins. It should be also mentioned that in multiple protein structural alignment among the selected viral proteins there were Cterminal domain of the HIV capsid protein (1AUM:_) and HIV-1 Vpr protein(1M8L:A). 3) Aligning prion gene with genes/genomes of other viruses In another set of bioinformatics experiments several other viral genomes (or their genes) were aligned with a human prion gene. The following genomes/genes of the viruses or viroids were investigated: Influenza A virus (A/Goose/Guangdong/1/96(H5N1)) polymerase (PB1) gene, complete cds; Vesicular stomatitis Indiana virus, complete genome; Peanut clump virus genomic RNA 1; Australian grapevine viroid central conserved sequence; Citrus Viroid IV (CVd IV) mRNA; Beet necrotic yellow vein virus genomic RNA for 25k protein, complete cds (Please also see “Methods” section for more detailed information).
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As an example in the (Box 4) we can see the pairwise sequence alignment of the prion gene and peanut clump virus. It is an amazing feature of this alignment that there are at least 10 regions of high local sequence similarity between the sequences in this global alignment. 4) Multiple protein sequence alignment of the HIV-1 proteins and prions To complement the alignments on the genetic level, multiple sequence alignments of proteins have been done using MAFFT [27] program and EMMA(ClustalW -based) program[26]. Also it was of interest to see whether this alignment can be compatible with the results from the structural alignment. The sequences for the HIV-1 proteins Pol, Env, Vif, Vpu and prion proteins have been taken randomly from the NCBI [7] collection of sequences. Then using MAFFT program [27] proteins Pol, Env, Vif and the selected region (covering the region of interest CVN… MMERVVE) of the prion protein have been aligned. It is worth while mentioning that (CVN… MMERVVE) region is located in MSA (Box 5; Figures 1-2) almost in front of the region (TRP…QAH) and this is exactly what we can see from the pairwise structural alignment in CE program [6]. So, the conclusion is that the data on structural alignment are compatible with the data on protein sequence alignment. It is also interesting that the pattern of hydrophobicity in the HIV-1 proteins and prion region of interest in this MSA is similar to the extent that sometimes it looks like as if the sequences were aligned based on the hydrophobicity or polarity of the amino acid residues. Indeed, in the description of the MAFFT[27] program we can find: “Homologous regions are rapidly identified by the fast Fourier transform (FFT), in which an amino acid sequence is converted to a sequence composed of volume and polarity values of each amino acid residue”[27]. When doing MSA for all the same proteins but with addition of HIV-1 Vpu protein, the prion region of interest (CVN…MMERVVE) is more shifted to the left relatively to (TRP…QAH) region in HIV-1 gp120, but the pattern of hydrophobicity in the MSA (Box 5; Figure 3) remains similar to the previous alignment (without Vpu; Box 5; Figures 1-2). It should be noted that MAFFT default parameters were used when running MAFFT[27] through the MPI Bioinformatics Toolkit website [42]. Results were visualized in JalView Editor [37]. Proteins of HIV-1 and the prion protein were also aligned by using Emma (ClustalWbased) program [26], but unfortunately did not give any exciting results (Box 6) in comparison to those obtained on the DNA level. This actually can be explained in a way that the DNA level is more fundamental and the amount of information written on the DNA level is at least 3 times more than on the protein level. Also as we saw from the example of structural alignment between prion protein and V3 loop of gp120 of HIV-1 in [6], sequence identity between the polypeptide chains is low (9.4%), although selected chains have significant structural similarity. Taking into account the data from MSA (Box 5; Figures 1-3) when using MAFFT program [27] it can also be suggested that the pattern of physico-chemical properties (hydrophobicity; volume etc) of amino acid residues along the polypeptide chain would be much closer to the understanding of structural similarity between the proteins rather than simple analysis of protein sequence similarity/ homology. 5) Analysis of the viral and prion sequences on the presence of the tRNA elements Let us return to the discussion of what kind of the element could be the feature or a hallmark that the particular sequence encodes a prion-like protein. If to return to the description of the 102 bp shift between CVN…MMERVVE - encoding part in prion gene and TRP…QAHencoding region in the HIV-1 env gene (please see “Multiple sequence alignment of the 9 regions of HIV-1 genome and the prion gene” section) in MSA, we can see that this shift is close to the size of the tRNA (70-90 nucleotides [46]). In the article [46] we can find that “Due to their
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short length of about 70 to 90 nucleotides, tRNAs have a high enough statistical likelihood (5070%) for carrying full length orfs. Like in a children’s construction kit, tRNAs then might have served as the building blocks for longer orfs”. The genomic tag hypothesis [47, 48], the existence of the somatic hypermutation (SHM) signature motifs in Ig(immunoglobulin)-like, tRNA-like EBERs (EBV-encoded small non-translated RNAs) in EBV virus [46], sequence similarities between HIV-1 gp120 and immunoglobulins, reviewed in [49], SHM hypothesis for mutations in the HIV-1 gp120 glycoprotein [50] and the fact that immunoglobulins and gp120 are representatives from the proteins in the Prion-like World [1] give a clue that tRNAs-like sequences in the protein genes might potentially be the hallmarks of the prion-like proteins. tRNA has also a feature that in its structure it has loops and stems, i.e. the regions of selfcomplementarity. The hypothesis is that this self-complementarity of tRNA on the RNA level, re-written on the DNA level of protein-encoding genes then might have found its realization in the “complementarity” on the protein level ( it might be the complementarity according to RootBernstein’s principle of amino acid pairing [53-55]; this complementarity turned out to be automatically included in the four squares code, please see Section 7 below), in interaction between the groups of amino acid residues along the polypeptide chain upon conformational change (α/β -switch) in the structure of the prion or prion-like molecule. To support this hypothesis further bioinformatics analysis on the interacting amino acids residues in the prion structures is required. Respective structures of the prion molecules both in α-helix and β-sheet conformations should be taken and the interacting amino acids along the polypeptide chain in both cases might be determined. It should be also noted that in Root-Bernstein’s principle of amino acid pairing [53-55], codons for respective pairs of interacting amino acids are in parallel orientation. The only problem is that complementarity within the single tRNA molecule is written in the anti-parallel orientation and the size of the tRNA molecule is relatively short. Therefore not the one tRNA-like element but rather several (if they exist) of the nearest tRNAlike elements in the prion-encoding gene should be considered for such a bioinformatics analysis on mapping the complementarity both on the genetic and protein levels. Now let us take a “children’s construction kit”[46] composed of tRNAs to find out whether the genes for viral and prion sequences have tRNA-like elements. First of all, Val-tRNA and the prion gene have been aligned using EMMA program [26], and the results are presented in (Box 7; Figure 1). What is exciting about this alignment is that tRNA “sticks” exactly to the (CVN…MMERVVE) - encoding part in the prion gene. This can be clearly seen when the same alignment is produced when (CVN…MMERVVE) - encoding part in the prion gene is aligned with Val-tRNA (Box 7; Figure 2). Taking into account the fact that gp120 is a prion-like protein [6, 13, 14] which has a structural similarity [6] with a prion protein in the region (CVN…MMERVVE) of the prion sequence, it can be proposed that the region (CVN…MMERVVE) in the prion could potentially be the determinant of the prion-like properties. The fact that Val-tRNA “sticked” exactly to the (CVN…MMERVVE) - encoding region in the prion gene when two sequences (Val-tRNA and prion gene) were aligned allows to suggest that tRNA-like elements encoded in genes might serve as potential markers for prionlike properties of encoded proteins. Then multiple sequence alignment (EMMA program) of the Val-tRNA, (TRP…QAH)encoding region of the HIV-1 env gene, (CVN…MMERVVE)-encoding region of the prion gene, and the rest part of the prion gene has been performed. The results are shown in (Box 7; Figure 3). By working with a prion gene by a similar approach as in the case of the obtaining 16 regions of HIV-1 (please see part “Multiple sequence alignment of the 9 regions of HIV-1 genome and the prion gene”), and then doing multiple sequence alignment from these sequences (parts of the prion gene) and the Val-tRNA there were the following results (Box 7; Figures 1415). When using default parameters in EMMA [26] this alignment (Box 7; Figure 14) looks particularly interesting in terms of regions of sequence similarity.
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Pairwise sequence alignment (EMMA) of the Val-tRNA and the region 12 of the HIV-1 genome has been done using: a) default parameters (GOP 10; GEP 5), results in (Box 7; Figure 4); b) GOP 40; GEP 10, results in (Box 7; Figure 5). We can see that the region, where ValtRNA “sticks” to the HIV-1 region of interest (region 12), shifts significantly to the left upon an increase in gap penalties values. It was of interest to align tRNA and the genome of the smallest viroid (Cadang-cadang coconut viroid). Results are presented in (Box 7; Figures 6-9). In (Figure 6) we can see that ValtRNA “sticked” to the right part (or the “bottom” part) of the viroid genome. In (Figure 7) we can see the alignment of the “upper” part of the cadang-cadang coconut viroid with the ValtRNA. In (Figure 8) it is interesting to see that when using two tRNAs (Val-tRNA and LeutRNA) for multiple sequence alignment with a viroid genome, the alignment becomes more informative because at particular regions viroid is more similar to Val-tRNA and at other regions to Leu-tRNA. In general we can predict that the more representatives from the tRNA family we will take for the alignment the more informative will be the alignment in terms of sequence conservation along the sequence. If we take the part of the cadang-cadang coconut viroid which has not been aligned in previous case (Figure 8) and align it with Val-tRNA and Leu-tRNA this leads to a nice alignment (Figure 9). Protein p53 is a prion-like protein [51, 52], and it has been taken for alignment with the same couple of tRNAs: Val-tRNA and Leu-tRNA. Results are presented in the (Box 7; Figure 10). The same approach has been used to align prion protein with two tRNAs (Box 7; Figure 12). It is nice to see that in comparison to the case of the pairwise sequence alignment between prion and Val-tRNA (Box 7; Figure 1) the region where tRNAs “stick” to the prion gene shifts to the left approximately on the one size of the tRNA (Box 7; Figure 12). Then the region 12 of the HIV-1 genome has been aligned with Val-tRNA and LeutRNA. Results (Box 7; Figure 11) show that two tRNAs “stick” to the HIV-1 just at the beginning of the region of interest (region 12). This gives a hint that probably it is worth while playing with tRNA in “children’s construction kit”[46] and just for the moment to consider HIV1 as a set of the encoded tRNAs. For this bioinformatics experiment sequences comprising (ValtRNA) eleven times in a row; (His-tRNA) thirteen times in a row and (Tyr-tRNA) thirteen times in a row have been prepared. Multiple sequence alignment results after the use of such constructs were beyond all the expectations (Box 7; Figure 13) and we can see numerous sequence similarities. 6) BLAST searches BLASTp, PSI-BLAST, BLASTn and tBLASTx programs were used to do the BLAST searches [29-31] through the NCBI website [39] to find sequence similarity between prion (protein or gene) and viral protein or genes. BLASTp (BLASTP 2.2.17) searches (query: prion protein; and in further searches there will be only prion protein or prion gene as a query) limited to “viruses; taxid:10239” did not give any significant matches when the parameters were “Default”(i.e. matrix BLOSUM 62; gap penalties: existence: 11, extension: 1). When using BLASTp with PAM 30 matrix (gap penalties: existence: 9, extension: 1), there was one significant match (from Acanthamoeba polyphaga mimivirus; Expect = 3.8). With other gap penalties (existence: 7, extension: 2) when using the same matrix PAM 30 there were several more matches and what is particular interesting that in the case of the protein UL48 of the human herpesvirus 5 there was a match at very well known to us region (… MERVVE) of the prion protein: >gi|44903274|gb|AAS48953.1| Length=2242



UL48 [Human herpesvirus 5]
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Score = 31.8 bits (66), Expect = 5.2, Method: Composition-based stats. Identities = 9/11 (81%), Positives = 10/11 (90%), Gaps = 0/11 (0%) Query



202



Sbjct



648



DVKMMERVVEQ D+K MERVVEQ DLKQMERVVEQ



212 658



When doing BLASTp (default parameters; BLOSUM 62; gap penalties: existence: 11, extension: 1) search limited to Retro-transcribing viruses (taxid:35268) there was one match (Atlantic salmon swim bladder sarcoma virus; Expect =5.7). Running PSI-BLAST (default parameters; BLOSUM 62; viruses; taxid:10239) with 4 iterations led to the 13 sequences, six of which had E-value less than 1. When doing PSI-BLAST search limited to Retro-transcribing viruses (taxid:35268) after the third iteration there were just two matches (both had E-values higher than 1). When using BLASTn program (default parameters: matrix: match:2; mismatch: -3; gap penalties: existence: 5, extension: 2; database nr/nt; viruses: taxid:10239; algorithm for “somewhat similar sequences”) there were 8 significant matches (with E-value less than 10). When using the same parameters as in the previous case but running it against Retrotranscribing viruses (taxid:35268), there were 4 significant matches (with E-value less than 10). Among these sequences there was a nice match (100% identity) in the nef gene of HIV-1: gb|DQ367330.1| partial cds Length=615



HIV-1 isolate KSM4039 from Kenya nef protein (nef) gene,



Score = 33.7 bits (36), Expect = 8.4 Identities = 18/18 (100%), Gaps = 0/18 (0%) Strand=Plus/Minus Query



731



Sbjct



536



TCTCTTTCCTCATCTTCC |||||||||||||||||| TCTCTTTCCTCATCTTCC



748 519



Interestingly, neither “megablast” (which searches for highly similar sequences) nor “discontiguous megablast” (which searches for more dissimilar sequences) algorithms when selected as options did not give any significant hits for the same pool of sequences (Retrotranscribing viruses, taxid:35268). It was very nice to reveal that when using BLASTn parameters (algorithm for “somewhat similar sequences”; Retro-transcribing viruses, taxid:35268; blastn matrix: match:1 and mismatch:-3; gap penalties: existence: 5, extension: 2) there were only two significant matches; and those matches were for the nef and vpr genes of HIV-1 with sequence identity 100% : gb|DQ367330.1| partial cds Length=615



HIV-1 isolate KSM4039 from Kenya nef protein (nef) gene,



Score = 36.2 bits (18), Expect = 1.6 Identities = 18/18 (100%), Gaps = 0/18 (0%) Strand=Plus/Minus Query



731



Sbjct



536



TCTCTTTCCTCATCTTCC |||||||||||||||||| TCTCTTTCCTCATCTTCC



748 519
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>gb|EF567320.1| HIV-1 isolate HOMER_HIV_VPR_1891 from Canada vpr protein (vpr) gene, partial cds Length=288 Score = 34.2 bits (17), Expect = 6.3 Identities = 17/17 (100%), Gaps = 0/17 (0%) Strand=Plus/Minus Query



26



Sbjct



42



TGGTTCTCTTTGTGGCC ||||||||||||||||| TGGTTCTCTTTGTGGCC



42 26



Interestingly, when increasing the “words size” either to 15 or decreasing it to 7, the program gives the same results as in previous case. When using BLASTn parameters (algorithm for “somewhat similar sequences”; Retrotranscribing viruses, taxid:35268; blastn matrix: match:1 and mismatch:-2; gap penalties: existence: 1, extension: 1) there were three significant matches two of which refer to the integration site of HTLV-1 virus and one is located in the vpu/env region of the HIV-1: >gb|DQ339443.1| HIV-1 isolate 04CMU2-1463 from South Korea vpu protein gene, complete cds; and envelope glycoprotein gene, partial cds Length=1548 Score = 34.8 bits (20), Expect = 3.6 Identities = 34/43 (79%), Gaps = 8/43 (18%) Strand=Plus/Minus Query



663



Sbjct



210



CCTCTCCACC--TG-TGA----TCCTCCTGATCTCTTTC-CTC |||||||||| || ||| ||||||||||||| ||| ||| CCTCTCCACCAGTGCTGACAATTCCTCCTGATCTCCTTCACTC



697 168



Interestingly, when using the same parameters but running the BLASTn program against “viruses, taxid:10239” : (algorithm for “somewhat similar sequences”; viruses, taxid:10239 ; blastn matrix: match:1 and mismatch:-2; gap penalties: existence: 1, extension: 1), there were 4 significant matches one of which had E-value 0.001, length 57 nucleotides and sequence identity 82%: >gb|AF083424.1|AF083424 Length=108409



Ateline herpesvirus 3 complete genome



Sort alignments for this subject sequence by: E value identity Query start position Subject start position



Score



Percent



Score = 48.0 bits (28), Expect = 0.001 Identities = 47/57 (82%), Gaps = 7/57 (12%) Strand=Plus/Plus Query



654



Sbjct



63075



TCCTCTTC-TCCTCT-CCACCTGTGATCCTCCTGATC-TC-T-TTCCTCATCTTCCT 705 |||||||| |||||| || ||| | ||||||| ||| || | |||||||||||||| TCCTCTTCCTCCTCTTCCTCCTCT--TCCTCCTCATCCTCCTCTTCCTCATCTTCCT 63129
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Score = 43.1 bits (25), Expect = 0.040 Identities = 46/57 (80%), Gaps = 7/57 (12%) Strand=Plus/Plus Query



654



Sbjct



63084



TCCTCTTC-TCCTCT-CCACCTGTGATCCTCCTGATC-TC-T-TTCCTCATCTTCCT 705 |||||||| |||||| || ||| |||||||| || || | |||||||||||||| TCCTCTTCCTCCTCTTCCTCCTC--ATCCTCCTCTTCCTCATCTTCCTCATCTTCCT 63138



Also all the possible combinations of parameters (scores for matches and mismatches; gap penalties) were tested in the BLASTn run against Retro-transcribing viruses, taxid:35 under the use of the same algorithm “somewhat similar sequences”. There were no new matches for HIV-1 genes found (except for those mentioned above) when applying all these different combinations of parameters. And finally when running tBLASTx program (query: prion protein; matrix: PAM 30) on the set of Retro-transcribing viruses (taxid:35268) there were 26 significant matches most of which refer to HIV-1. To sum up the most exciting result from the BLAST searches with a prion gene as a query sequence was that for HIV-1 BLASTn revealed three significant hits located in nef, vpr genes and the vpu/env region of the HIV-1 with a length 18(100% sequence identity), 17(100% sequence identity) and 43(79% sequence identity) nucleotides respectively. This gives a clue that doing BLASTn (and trying different program parameters) on different human prion genes may potentially lead to more ”100%” hits, - “footprints” of prions on the HIV-1 genome.



7) Four Squares Code The genetic code was deciphered, but still there are some secrets. Interestingly, what would be the scenario on how codons were populated by amino acids during the evolution? Considering the standard genetic code let us group codons according to the number of hydrogen bonds in the first and the second positions of the codon upon codon-anticodon pairing. A or U (designated as W) will form two hydrogen bonds, while G or C (designated as S) will form three ones. We obtained the table with four squares (Figure 16). If we look to the Figure 16 we can see some trends in which amino acids occupy each square but among the amino acids with similar chemical structures especially striking is the case of Serine, Threonine and Cysteine located in the same square. Intriguingly, the proposed table predicts the location of Selenocysteine and Pyrrolysine (encoded by stop codons) as the same squares as Cysteine and Lysine, respectively. Although it is not necessary, it is nonetheless a special property of this table that within each square amino acids can be paired according to Root-Bernstein’s principle of amino acid pairing [53-55]. It can be noted that comparative analysis of different genetic codes [7] supports the grouping of amino acids into four squares code. Now let us consider pair GC with three hydrogen bonds. If we close the third hydrogen bond (exactly the same bond which Watson and Crick omitted in their classical article [56, 57]) with a hand, we will see that upon pairing the G will resemble T, and C will resemble A. In other words the feature of DNA that TA pair in a way is already ”encoded” within the GC pair might have provided the ancient genetic code with some flexibility (the reader may track it by moving between the four squares keeping in mind the similarity between G and T; A and C). It should be noted that upon the change of G to T, T to G, A to C, C to A in the first and the second positions of the codon all the possible changes will divide amino acids into 4 groups:1) Phe/Leu , Val , Gly, Cys/Trp 2) Ser, Ala, Asp/Glu, Tyr 3) Pro, Thr, Asn/Lys, His/Gln 4) Leu, Ile/Met, Ser/Arg, Arg. It should be noted that within each of the 4 groups the pattern of changes in the chemical
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structures of the amino acids upon the changes of nucleotides in respective codons has been revealed (data not shown). But more analysis in this direction is required. The information from the four squares code might be used in the construction of amino acid scoring matrixes for multiple protein sequence alignment. Hopefully these new amino acid scoring matrixes based on the four squares code might be useful for aligning protein sequences with low sequence similarity. Indeed, proteins can be evolutionary related to each other (this in turn can be reflected in their similar structures and / or similarities on the genetic level) and have simultaneously low sequence similarity, but the use of the standard amino scoring matrixes will never lead to such a conclusion about evolutionary relation between the proteins and, moreover, might mislead the alignment process. The significance of the results from the alignment based on the amino acid scoring matrixes constructed from the four squares code can be verified by the method of alignment of protein interaction networks [59, 60] (please see below in the discussion section). While the genetic code provides information about which codon encodes particular amino acid, the four squares code might highlight the inherent relationship between amino acids and potentially provide some clues to protein 3D structure in terms of both intramolecular and intermolecular interactions between amino acid residues. There are some interesting cases when one polypeptide chain may acquire two different structures (eg prion), or polypeptide chains from two different proteins with low sequence identity (eg HIV-1 gp120 protein and prion) may have similar structures [6]. Four squares code is expected to give some clues to these phenomena which are important for creation of an antiHIV-1 vaccine based on viral fibrillization [1, 2].



Discussion The results were summarized at the end of the “Introduction” part of the dissertation. Let us consider the future of the approaches listed above, some limitations and some open questions to be resolved with a help of bioinformatics. It seems that in the future all of the methods (pairwise/multiple sequence alignment of DNA/protein sequences; structural alignment of proteins) will be used to do the comprehensive analysis of the viruses on the presence of the prion-like proteins. If to construct bioinformatics workflows and to try to do the process as automatic as possible it might be possible in the future to analyze the very big sets of viruses (even all of them) on the presence of the prion-like proteins by pressing just one button “start search” in the program on the computer. These programs and workflows is a challenging but an interesting task. But with every year it will be more and more simple to build workflows, and finally at some point the limiting stage might be the strategy/methodology behind such workflows. In this dissertation the first step towards the methodology of such a comprehensive analysis has been done. Indeed many of the approaches tested and mentioned above might in the future constitute small parts, tasks in such a bioinformatics workflow to find prion-like proteins in viruses. Many questions remain unanswered about the prion-like proteins. According to the article [1] prion-like proteins are defined as proteins having “either sequence homology or structural-functional similarities, or both with prion”. Interestingly, what will be the exact criteria to say that particular protein is a prion-like protein? Is it possible to narrow the definition of the prion-like proteins given in the article [1]? Is it possible to develop purely bioinformatics criteria for the protein to be a prion-like? If the bioinformatics criteria have been developed what would be the experimental/biological tests to prove that the protein is a prion-like? Or the protein can be prion-like even in the case when its biological function is not obvious? As we can see it is not necessary for the protein to have sequence homology with a prion to be a prion-like. There are
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examples when the prion-like proteins might have low sequence identity with a prion protein, but have structural similarity with it [6]. Let us introduce the concept of the “vertical” and “horizontal” bioinformatics. If we want to talk just about sequence similarity/homology it would be a task for “vertical” bioinformatics: in the vertical columns of the multiple sequence alignment we try to find the same or similar amino acid residues. “Vertical” bioinformatics cannot explain why proteins with low sequence similarity to the prion protein might have structural similarity with a prion and might undergo similar structural α/β-switch. If we want to talk about an interaction of amino acid residues along the polypeptide chain upon conformational changes in the prion-like proteins we can suppose that the information about such a conformational change (eg α/β-switch) might be written in the positions of the amino residues along the polypeptide chain. So we will be “aligning” amino acid residues which interact with each other in different conformations of the prion-like molecule and are located in different positions of the same polypeptide chain. To track all these amino acids interactions along the polypeptide chain and to determine the patterns of what kind of amino acids can interact with each other in the prion-like molecules would be the task for “horizontal” bioinformatics. Four Squares Code is expected to help in understanding the nature of prions/prion-like proteins and might shed some light on the “horizontal” bioinformatics. The concept of the tRNA elements in genes as hallmarks of the prion-like proteins might have an interplay (please see Section 5 in “Results” part) with the concept of “horizontal” bioinformatics and the Four Squares Code. But further analysis of the prion sequences is required to support such a hypothesis. It should be noted that bioinformatics analysis (please see Sections 5 and 7 in “Results” part) is required to support the grouping of amino acids into four squares code. RepeatFinder [58] software might be used to find repeats of tRNA-like elements in the viral genomes (Dr.A.R.Dalby, personal communication). Such an analysis can support the hypothesis (about tRNA-like elements in genes as hallmarks of prion-like proteins) mentioned above. There should be strong criteria developed for such an analysis so that not to come to the conclusion that every protein is a prion-like or every protein is encoded by the repetitive tRNAlike sequences in DNA. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) for prion protein motifs might be constructed and used to find prion-like proteins (Dr.A.R.Dalby, personal communication). At the ISMB/ECCB conference in Vienna this year (2007), there was a poster “Detecting Functional and Evolutionary Relatioship by Aligning Protein Interaction Networks” by Michal Kolar, Michael Lassig and Johannes Berg. This poster represents a new approach to analyze evolutionary and functional relevance between the proteins which have low level of sequence identity. Indeed, very often it is difficult to make a conclusion about the evolutionary relation between the proteins based only on sequence comparison data. Authors’ idea is to align protein interaction networks to highlight functional similarity between the proteins, and this in turn will complement the data on sequence similarity. The application of the method [59, 60] to analysis of the proteins of herpesviruses was the topic of the poster. The idea is that such an approach of aligning protein interaction networks can be applied to the analysis of the viruses on the presence of the prion-like proteins. Together with other approaches mentioned above this would provide a nice framework for the comprehensive bioinformatics analysis of viral genomes, genes and encoded proteins. The final goal of such a bioinformatics analysis will be to support the “Virus-Prion” theory [1] for better understanding of the nature and the structure of the virus, and this in turn will help to create an anti-HIV-1 vaccine based on viral fibrillization [1, 2].
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Figures Box 1. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA) of the 9 regions (sequences 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12) of HIV-1 genome and prion gene (sequence 0).
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Box 2. Structural alignment Figure 1. Structural alignment (CE program) of human prion protein (red) and HIV-1 Vpr protein (green).



Figure 2. Structural alignment (CE program) of human prion protein (red) and HIV-1 Vpr protein (green).
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Figure 3. Structural alignment (CE program) of human prion protein (red) and HIV-1 Vpr protein (green).



Figure 4. Multiple structural alignment (CE) of human prion protein and different viral proteins.
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Box 3. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA) of the region of HIV-1 env gene and the two regions of the prion gene. Sequences: 1: (CVN…MEERVE) region from prion (AF076976.1) region 535-633. 2: (TRP…QAH) region from HIV-1(AF033819.3) env fragment 6659-6760. 3: prion (AF076976.1) region 634-762.
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Box 4. Pairwise sequence alignment (EMMA) of the prion gene and peanut clump virus. Sequences: 1: peanut clump virus 2: human prion gene
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Box 5. Multiple sequence alignment (MAFFT) of the HIV-1 proteins and prion proteins. Amino acids are coloured by hydrophobicity in JalView Editor. Sequences: 1-20: HIV-1 Pol , 21-40: HIV-1 Env ,41-45: HIV-1 Vif, 46-48: Prion, 49-53: HIV-1 Vpu, Figure 1. Multiple sequence alignment (MAFFT) of the HIV-1 proteins (Pol, Env, Vif) and prion proteins. Upper part of the alignment.
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Figure 2. Multiple sequence alignment (MAFFT) of the HIV-1 proteins (Pol, Env, Vif) and prion proteins. Bottom part of the alignment.
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Figure 3. Multiple sequence alignment (MAFFT) of the HIV-1 proteins (Pol, Env, Vif, Vpu) and prion proteins. Bottom part of the alignment.
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Box 6. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA) of the HIV-1 proteins (Gag, Pol, Vif, Vpr, Tat, Rev, Vpu, Env, Nef) and prion protein. Sequences: 1: Gag-Pol, 2: Pr55(Gag), 3: Vif, 4: Vpr, 5: Tat, 6: Rev, 7: Vpu, 8: Env, 9: Nef, 10: human prion
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Box 7. Analysis of the viral and prion sequences on the presence of the tRNA elements. Figure 1. Pairwise sequence alignment (EMMA) of the Val-tRNA and prion gene. Sequences: 1: Val-tRNA, 2: Prion
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Figure 2. Pairwise sequence alignment (EMMA) of the Val-tRNA and (CVN…MEERVE)encoding region of the prion gene. Sequences: 1: (CVN…MEERVE) region from prion AF076976.1, region 535-633, 2: Val-tRNA
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Figure 3. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA) of the Val-tRNA, (CVN…MEERVE)encoding region of the prion gene, (TRP…QAH)-encoding region of the HIV-1 env gene and the rest part of the prion gene. Sequences: 1: (CVN…MEERVE) region from prion AF076976.1: region 535-633 2: (TRP…QAH) region from the HIV-1_AF033819.3: region 6659-6760 3: prion AF076976.1, region 634-762. 4: Val-tRNA
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Figure 4. Pairwise sequence alignment (EMMA; default parameters) of the Val-tRNA and region 12 of the HIV-1 genome. Sequences: 1: Region 12 of the HIV-1 genome; 2: Val-tRNA
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Figure 5. Pairwise sequence alignment (EMMA; GOP 40 and GEP 10) of the Val-tRNA and region 12 of the HIV-1 genome. Sequences: 1: Region 12 of the HIV-1 genome; 2: Val-tRNA
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Figure 6. Pairwise sequence alignment (EMMA) of the Val-tRNA and Cadang-cadang coconut viroid. Sequences: 1: Cadang-cadang coconut viroid; 2: Val-tRNA



Figure 7. Pairwise sequence alignment (EMMA) of the Val-tRNA and the upper part of the Cadang-cadang coconut viroid. Sequences: 1: Cadang-cadang coconut viroid, region 1-121; 2: Val-tRNA



Figure 8. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA) of the Val-tRNA, Leu-tRNA and Cadangcadang coconut viroid. Sequences: 0: Leu-tRNA;1: Cadang-cadang coconut viroid;2: Val-tRNA
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Figure 9. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA) of the Val-tRNA, Leu-tRNA and the selected region of the Cadang-cadang coconut viroid. Sequences: 0: Leu-tRNA;1: Cadang-cadang coconut viroid, region 84-246;2: Val-tRNA



Figure 10. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA) of the Val-tRNA, Leu-tRNA and p53 gene. Sequences: 0: Leu-tRNA;1: p53 ;2: Val-tRNA
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Figure 11. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA) of the Val-tRNA, Leu-tRNA and region 12 of the HIV-1 genome. Sequences: 0: Leu-tRNA;1: region 12 of the HIV-1 genome;2: Val-tRNA



Figure 12. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA) of the Val-tRNA, Leu-tRNA and prion gene. Sequences: 0: Leu-tRNA; 1: prion; 2: Val-tRNA
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Figure 13. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA) of the poly-tRNAs, prion gene and the region 12 of the HIV-1 genome. Sequences: 0: prion; 12: region 12 of the HIV-1 genome; 133: (Val-tRNA)*11; 134: (His-tRNA)*13; 135: (Tyr-tRNA)*13
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Figure 14. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA; default parameters) of the Val-tRNA and different regions of the prion gene. Sequences: 0:Val-tRNA 1: (CVN…MEERVE) region from prion AF076976.1, region 535-633 2: prion region 634-715 3: prion region 309-378 4: prion region 378-545 5: prion region 456-545 6: prion region 46-134 7: prion region 1-45 8: prion region 229-308 9: prion region 135-228 10: prion region 716-762
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Figure 15. Multiple sequence alignment (EMMA; GOP 40 and GEP 10) of the Val-tRNA and different regions of the prion gene. Sequences: 0:Val-tRNA 1: (CVN…MEERVE) region from prion AF076976.1, region 535-633 2: prion region 634-715 3: prion region 309-378 4: prion region 378-545 5: prion region 456-545 6: prion region 46-134 7: prion region 1-45 8: prion region 229-308 9: prion region 135-228 10: prion region 716-762
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Box 8. Comparison of multiple sequence alignments of the prion gene with regions of the normal and shuffled HIV-1 genome. Figure 1. Multiple sequence alignment (ClustalW 1.82) of the 9 regions (sequences 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12) of the normal HIV-1 genome and prion gene (p-norm). Designation (p-norm) is used only for convenience to distinguish the alignments in Figures (1) and (2).
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Figure 2. Multiple sequence alignment (ClustalW 1.82) of the 10 regions (sequences 1-10) of the shuffled HIV-1 genome(“SHUFFLESEQ” program) and prion gene (p).
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